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                Unique Design

                NEWSOUL products are designed by our experienced product expert and patented in the USA market.
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                100% Tested

                All products are tested before shipping to customers. We try to best to deliver a complete item to every customer.
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                High Quality Material

                We use high-quality material to make sure every piece of Our product is durable.
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                7*24 Hours Support

                Contact us now if you have any question. Or easily open the online chat on in this page. We are 24 hours online.
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            ABOUT US            

        

        
            
                
                    Brand lntroduction

                    
                                                NEWSOUL is a brand focusing on portable displays, dedicated to providing customers with high-quality and cost-effective display products. NEWSOUL portable displays adopt cutting-edge optical technology to deliver outstanding visual effects with wider viewing angles and brighter colors. It also boasts advantages like portability, easy installation, and convenience for carrying, meeting the requirements of different scenarios, making it one of the best choices for business people.                    

                

                
                    Contact Us

                    *Please fill in your information carefully, we will contact you within 24
                        hours.
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                                                [image:  Portable Monitor, Newsoul Upgraded 15.6" IPS HDR 1920X1080 FHD Eye Care Screen USB C Gaming Monitor, Dual Speaker Computer Display HDMI Type-C OTG VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case ]
                                            

                                            $199.99                                            

                                             Portable Monitor, Newsoul Upgraded 15.6" IPS HDR 1920X1080 FHD Eye Care Screen USB C Gaming Monitor, Dual Speaker Computer Display HDMI Type-C OTG VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  2K Portable Monitor, Upgraded 16 " 10 Bits Colors 500 Nits Brightness Matte IPS HDR Eye Care Screen Gaming Monitor, Dual Speakers Computer Display HDMI Type-C VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case ]
                                            

                                            $149.99                                            

                                             2K Portable Monitor, Upgraded 16 " 10 Bits Colors 500 Nits Brightness Matte IPS HDR Eye Care Screen Gaming Monitor, Dual Speakers Computer Display HDMI Type-C VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  Portable Monitor Touchscreen Kickstand, 15.6"  Freestanding Touch USB C Monitors, 2000:1 Contrast Ratio 1080P 100% sRGB IPS External Screen with HDMI Type C Trave Display for Laptop PC Phone PS4 Xbox ]
                                            

                                            $199.99                                            

                                             Portable Monitor Touchscreen Kickstand, 15.6"  Freestanding Touch USB C Monitors, 2000:1 Contrast Ratio 1080P 100% sRGB IPS External Screen with HDMI Type C Trave Display for Laptop PC Phone PS4 Xbox 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  Touchscreen Portable Monitor, 15.6” HDR 1080P IPS Raspberry Pi VESA HDMI VGA DVI Industrial Input, 2000:1 Contrast Ratio Touch Display for Pi TV Box PS4 Xbox Laptop Mac Industrial Medical Equipment ]
                                            

                                            $239.99                                            

                                             Touchscreen Portable Monitor, 15.6” HDR 1080P IPS Raspberry Pi VESA HDMI VGA DVI Industrial Input, 2000:1 Contrast Ratio Touch Display for Pi TV Box PS4 Xbox Laptop Mac Industrial Medical Equipment 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                    

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  Toucscreen Portable Monitor with Battery, 15.6” IPS HDR FHD Matte Screen Eye Care, Aluminum Alloy,Narrow Bezel,10-Point Capacitive Touch,Built-in 10800mAh Battery,Quad Speaker,Smart Case ]
                                            

                                            $299.99                                            

                                             Toucscreen Portable Monitor with Battery, 15.6” IPS HDR FHD Matte Screen Eye Care, Aluminum Alloy,Narrow Bezel,10-Point Capacitive Touch,Built-in 10800mAh Battery,Quad Speaker,Smart Case 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  QLED Portable Monitor 15.6 Inch, Newsoul 100% DCI-P3 500nit 10bit FHD 1080P Portable Gaming Monitor for Laptop, USB C External Monitor with Stand &amp; Smart Case, for MacBook Pro PC Phone Xbox Switch ]
                                            

                                            $229.99                                            

                                             QLED Portable Monitor 15.6 Inch, Newsoul 100% DCI-P3 500nit 10bit FHD 1080P Portable Gaming Monitor for Laptop, USB C External Monitor with Stand &amp; Smart Case, for MacBook Pro PC Phone Xbox Switch 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  2K Portable Monitor, Upgraded 13.3“ Matte IPS HDR QHD Eye Care Screen Gaming Monitor, Dual Speakers Computer Display Mini HDMI 2 Type-C VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case ]
                                            

                                            $159.99                                            

                                             2K Portable Monitor, Upgraded 13.3“ Matte IPS HDR QHD Eye Care Screen Gaming Monitor, Dual Speakers Computer Display Mini HDMI 2 Type-C VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone w/Smart Case 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  Portable Monitor, Upgraded 17.3 Inch IPS HDR 100% sRGB 1920X1080 FHD Eye Care Screen USB C Gaming Monitor, Dual Speaker Computer Display with Type-C HDMI VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone with Smart Case ]
                                            

                                            $199.99                                            

                                             Portable Monitor, Upgraded 17.3 Inch IPS HDR 100% sRGB 1920X1080 FHD Eye Care Screen USB C Gaming Monitor, Dual Speaker Computer Display with Type-C HDMI VESA for Laptop PC MAC Phone with Smart Case 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                    

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  15.6  inch Portable Monitor Case Protective Sleeve Polyester Water Repellent Vertical Style Laptop Tablet Notebook Shockproof Case with Accessory Pocket Black (15.6 inch) ]
                                            

                                            $19.99                                            

                                             15.6  inch Portable Monitor Case Protective Sleeve Polyester Water Repellent Vertical Style Laptop Tablet Notebook Shockproof Case with Accessory Pocket Black (15.6 inch) 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  Newsoul Portable Monitor VESA Stand, Hand Screwable VESA Monitor Desk Mount Freestanding fits M3/M4*75MM VESA Portable Monitor with Swivel, Tilt, Rotation ]
                                            

                                            $39.99                                            

                                             Newsoul Portable Monitor VESA Stand, Hand Screwable VESA Monitor Desk Mount Freestanding fits M3/M4*75MM VESA Portable Monitor with Swivel, Tilt, Rotation 

                                            To Buy

                                        
                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image:  NEWSOUL Portable Monitor Stand, Adjustable &amp; Foldable Monitor Sturdy Holder Cradle Dock , Compatible with Portable Monitor,Pad Tablet,Kindle ]
                                            

                                            $79.99                                            

                                             NEWSOUL Portable Monitor Stand, Adjustable &amp; Foldable Monitor Sturdy Holder Cradle Dock , Compatible with Portable Monitor,Pad Tablet,Kindle 

                                            To Buy
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                        MORE PRODUCTS

                        *Welcome to place an order to buy, a lot of online discounts.
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                All questions

            

            
                                
                    
                        Will brightness settings be saved when the monitor is completely disconnected and then reconnected again or do you have to set them every time it is p

                        

                    

                    Hi Eric, thanks for contacting us! As this monitor is 2k with 500 nits brightness, please add an extra power supply for the monitor, in that way you can save the brightness. My phone is HUAWEI MATE 30 PRO, its battery is very big and can save brightness settings  via only one usb c to usb c cable. Hope you can understand. Please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store if you have any more questions.

                

                                
                    
                        Do they have a larger version?

                        

                    

                    Contact vendor

                

                                
                    
                        does it support pressure level sensing stylus pen? please help.. if it does, which pen is compatibie?

                        

                    

                    No it does not. Pick up an iPad.

                

                                
                    
                        Does this support right-click / touch-and-hold functions?

                        

                    

                    Hello Jim, thanks for your question. No, it doesn't. But we are already optimizing this product. Later can be achieved right-click / touch-and-hold functions. If you have any questions when you use the monitor, please feel free to contact us by email (support@newsoul.store).

                

                                
                    
                        Using the monitor with a desktop pc running windows 11.  the touch function does not work. what do i need to do?

                        

                    

                    Hi Mstock, thanks for contacting us! Please kindly use the touch cable connect the monitor to your PC directly, in that way the touch function will work. Please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store if you still have problems.

                

                                
                    
                        Where can i get a usb to 4-pin adapter cable that plugs directly to the board? i do not have room for a standard usb cable on the side of the display.

                        

                    

                    Have you tried a 90degree plug?

                

                                
                    
                        Does this screen have a glass screen? Does anyone know the hardness of the screen?

                        

                    

                    Hi Mark, thanks for contacting us! Yes, there have a glass screen, and the hardness of the screen is 6H. Please feel free to contact us via  support@newsoul.store if there have any more questions with our products or service.

                

                                
                    
                        15.6&quot; or 13.3&quot;? Either way, fix your listing and images as there is conflicting images and descriptions

                        

                    

                    Hello, thanks for your kind suggestion. The touchscreen portable monitor is 15.6". We've made the appropriate adjustments, but Amazon's systems haven't caught it yet. We apologize for the inconvenience caused to you. If you have any questions, you also can contact us by email (support@newsoul.store).

                

                                
                    
                        Can this monitor be mounted?

                        

                    

                    It is designed as a portable monitor with a battery.

                

                                
                    
                        Matte (anti-glare) or glossy (glare) screen?

                        

                    

                    Hello, thanks for your question. The touchscreen portable monitor 15.6" is glossy screen. Adjust the color temperature to 6500 in the OSD menu, and the screen can be anti-glare. If you have any questions, you also can contact us by email (support@newsoul.store).

                

                                
                    
                        Does it work with Raspberry pi 400 ?

                        

                    

                    I would imagine it would work just fine...don't have a Pi 400, but the ports should work on any computer.

                

                                
                    
                        Can you use touch screen with hdmi connection or only usb c ?

                        

                    

                    Hi Jonathan, thanks for contacting us! Yes, you can use ouch screen with hdmi connection, just add our original usb a to c cable on the type C port of the monitor to your device. Please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store if you have any questions.

                

                                
                    
                        Audio out?

                        

                    

                    Hi Edward, thanks for contacting us! The monitor has an 3.5mm headphone port and 2 speakers. Please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store if you have any more questions.

                

                                
                    
                        Where can I find tiny human models like this to make my product look bigger?

                        

                    

                    smile.amazon.com and just search for "tiny human models"

                

                                
                    
                        Is it Mac iOS touchscreen compatible -?....

                        

                    

                    Hi Jonathan, thanks for contacting us! Yes, it is compatible if you IOS not the latest model. please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store, if there have any questions with the monitor.

                

                                
                    
                        Does this work with DeX, specifically the touch interface?

                        

                    

                    This is not a touch screen monitor

                

                                
                    
                        I want to mount this in my car dashboard what are the temperature ranges for this?

                        

                    

                    Don’t do it unless you plan to remove it out. It is a screen that will get warm over time and in direct sun you will probably eventually damage it.

                

                                
                    
                        Was this supposed to come with a stand?  I am having serious difficult using the touchscreen without the monitor falling over.

                        

                    

                    Mine came with a back cover that can be used but if you push too hard will fall so I purchased a separate tablet stand so that it doesn't fall down and cost less than $20.

                

                                
                    
                        What is the environment temperature rating for this product?

                        

                    

                    Hello, thanks for your question. Generally, operating temperature of the monitor is: 0 ~ 50 °C; the storage temperature is: -20 ~ 60 °C.
If you have any other questions, you also can contact us by email (support@newsoul.store).

                

                                
                    
                        How would I connect a lenovo tablet android 11 to screen with touch functionality?

                        

                    

                    Hi Customer, thanks for contacting us! As lenovo tablet android 11 do not have an full featured type C port, so it can not connect directly, so the touch will not work. Please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store if you have any more questions on our product or service.

                

                                
                    
                        The instructions do not explain how to use the monitor as a power bank. How is this done?

                        

                    

                    From the Amazon Description:

[Built-in 10800mAh Rechargeable Battery] Built-in10800mah (3.7V) large-capacity battery not only for up to 6 hours of self-powered display when connected to HDMI devices, but also can be used as power bank to reverse charge mobile phones when connected via type c. (NOTE: The monitor usually take 3 hour to be full charged)

                

                                
                    
                        does it support pressure level sensing stylus pen? please help.. if it does, which pen is compatibie?

                        

                    

                    The monitor is capative touch screen. The pen is electronic conductive. So the pressure level sensing stylus pen doesn't work.

                

                                
                    
                        The 3 pdf files one this listing are corrupt. can you repost them or send me the 3 files please. the user guide, application guide and user manual

                        

                    

                    Hi Customer, we are really sorry for that! Please kindly contact us via support@newsoul.store, and we will send the files to you.

                

                                
                    
                        How long are the cables included.

                        

                    

                    Generally, included cables are 1 meter long.

                

                                
                    
                        Would this be durable and a good choice if it was transported and packed in a backpack with my laptop?

                        

                    

                    Its engineered with full Aluminum housing, and not that vulnerable. And with the protection of the cover, it would be no problem.

                

                                
                    
                        can this bt powered via microusb to use inside a PC for monitoring temp, clocks etc?

                        

                    

                    I have it running off micro usb putting out 5 volts, if that helps.

                

                                
                    
                        What is the color deph bit rate. 8-bit or 32-bit?

                        

                    

                    Prime

                

                                
                    
                        will this screen time out if my OS is left to never sleep? I ordered another screen that is turning off after 15 minutes

                        

                    

                    Hi, thanks for you contact. The monitor has only display functions. Generally, after connecting your computer, if your computer has been working, the monitor will also be working. 
It is recommended that you RESET the monitor in the OSD menu. If the problem still cannot be solved, please contact our email (support@newsoul.store). At your service anytime.

                

                                
                    
                        Do they have a larger version?

                        

                    

                    Hi Billy, thanks for contacting us! We have an 15.6 inch version, please search Newsoul portable monitor, and you will find it. Please feel free to contact us if there have any question on the monitor or our service.

                

                                
                    
                        What cable is required to power this monitor from a usb-c?

                        

                    

                    Hello, thanks for your question. Sorry, you cannot use the computer's USB C port to power the monitor. The 15.6" touch monitor does not have a USB A/C port. But we have specially equipped it with an AC/DC power adapter. If you lose or damage the power adapter, please contact our by email (support@newsoul.store), and send your order number, then we will send you a replacement.

                

                                
                    
                        can i use drawing stylus pen for this monitor?

                        

                    

                    Depends on the stylus... It is a Touchscreen but not all stylus are tuned to screen sensor. You'll need to experiment. Stylus needs to mimick electrical properties of fingers. Samsung stylus are Samsung specific. Generic spongy flanged tips may work due to capacitive coupling properties that closely resemble human skin elec properties

                

                                
                    
                        How do you activate the touch function? And yes the usb is plugged into the 5+

                        

                    

                    Except plugging in 5V power source, you have to plug in an extra USB cable to get the touch functioning.

                

                                
                    
                        can i use drawing stylus pen for this monitor? i

                        

                    

                    The monitor is capative touch screen. If the drawing stylus pen is electronic conductive, then it does work. Or it doesn't work.

                

                                
                    
                        How bright is the screen? How many nits?

                        

                    

                    Hi RS, thanks for contacting us! The monitor is 300 nits brightness.

                

                                
                    
                        Can someone recommend a good Screen protector for this touch monitor?

                        

                    

                    Hi Daniel Abebe, thanks for contacting us! We do not suggest any screen for the monitor, but if you have any more questions, you can contact us via support@newsoul.store

                

                                
                    
                        Audio was working through builtin speakers, but after adjusting the volume, it crackled and then no more audio. this is via hdmi on rpi4b. any ideas?

                        

                    

                    I did not have that problem.  Been playing YouTube videos on mine.  Check your HDMI cable, I have notice some are not made very well.

                

                                
                    
                        is this a 7&quot; or 15&quot; monitor?
The description says 15.6 but the screen size is listed as 7&quot;? Which is it?

                        

                    

                    Hello, it's a 15.6" monitor. The system has not been changed, please forgive me.

                

                                
                    
                        Do you offer different sizes of this specific screen?

                        

                    

                    Hi We only have 7 inch and 10 inch now.

                

                                
                    
                        Can this be plugged into the pi4's Dsi port?

                        

                    

                    No, it's meant to be plugged into the hdmi port with the supplied cable and power. It's a very nice screen.

                

                                
                    
                        How do you activate the on-screen display (osd)!? manual says short press of power button &amp; swipe down with 2 fingers in right corner. not for me!

                        

                    

                    Don't remember where I found the instructions but...
Turn on the monitor first (hold power button a few seconds)
Then hold the [Brightness +] for a few seconds for the main OSD menu. Volume + for input menu

You'll have to wait for the volume+- display indicator  to disappear before trying to open the OSD.

                

                                
                    
                        Does anyone make a rack mount kit for this display?

                        

                    

                    I have not found one yet but just started to CAD one out that I can 3D print.  Check Thingiverse to see if anyone has made one.

                

                                
                    
                        Is an enclosure available? (Something that covers mounted Rpi and power supply)

                        

                    

                    Hi Lyle, thanks for contacting us! This monitor do not have an enclosure, as it is especially customers who do not want any enclosure. If you are looking for an enclosure touchscreen monitor for Rpi, you can have a look at our another monitor, here is the link: https://www.amazon.com/12-3-Touchscreen-Portable-Monitor-1600x1200/dp/B07P8ZCJCG/ref=sr_1_3?m=A1XSAZLYSMSHPO&marketplaceID=ATVPDKIKX0DER&qid=1573035208&s=merchant-items&sr=1-3

                

                                
                    
                        Will this work with the Samsung S10e?

                        

                    

                    Hi Howard, thanks for contacting us! We checked the Samsung S10e has type C function port, it can be connected to the monitor via type C-C cable, as the monitor need 5V 3A voltage input and the Samsung S10e seems can not provide enough 5V 3A power support for the monitor via type C cable, so the monitor may need an external power supply via PD charger. Please contact us via Newsoul-usa@szdskj.ltd, if there have any problem with product or service.

                

                                
                    
                        Plug in power adaptor required, or can it be powered by USB?

                        

                    

                    Power adaptor included in the package, powered by USB works as well.

                

                                
                    
                        Do they have a larger version?

                        

                    

                    Check with manufacturer.

                

                                
                    
                        Can the power usb-c port be plugged into a thunderbolt port for charging the monitor and viewing at the same time?

                        

                    

                    Hi Matthew Liechty, thanks for contacting us! Yes, of course.

                

                                
                    
                        Can it mirror an iPhone?

                        

                    

                    Hi Matthew Liechty, thanks for contacting us! Yeah, but as the iPhone is lightning port and needs an IOS cable transfer the lightning port into HDMI port, then connected to the monitor. If you need the IOS cable, please feel free to contact us via support@newsoul.store

                

                                
                    
                        Do they have a larger version?

                        

                    

                    Hi Tiffany, thanks for contacting us! The monitor is 8-bit. Please feel free to contact us if there have any problem on our monitor or service!

                

                                
                    
                        Is the Power Adapter input 110/220 volt?

                        

                    

                    Portable monitor inputs DC 5V, 3A, and the Power Adapter inputs 110-220V.

                

                                
                    
                        Do you sell a protective case for the 7&quot; touchscreen

                        

                    

                    Hi Todd, sorry we do not have protective case for the 7" touchscreen, we have larger 10.1 inch protective case, if you need please contact us via support@newsoul.store
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            What Our Customers Say?

        

        
            
                                
                    
                        Ronnie

                        
                            Stong stand and made of metal with rubber heal.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Rory Hudson

                        
                            This is the second NewSoul monitor I have purchased. The first is still going strong after 2 years of pretty frequent use. Would purchase again.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Rozo A.

                        
                            I ordered this monitor to have an additional screen while trading. This monitor is perfect, even if I'm not trading if I'm communicating with the team I can watch movies without having to pause to respond.The audio is amazing as well as the picture quality. The screen is light weight with a durable case. Be mindful to hold the screen properly.If you're looking for an affordable and high quality monitor I truly recommend this one.Reached out to the company for a few questions and there was no hesitation in answering my questions                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Nigel Jordan

                        
                            Meets all expectations. Lightweight but strong enoungh to be thrown into the sleeve in the backpack (along with its protective case). I turned up the brightness and all is very sharp and crisp. not lag.Am using just the single usb -c cable to connect. Power, Signal, and even Touch all on the one cable.I was worried Id need to use the deticated power cable as for other items such as small usb 'optionally/non powered/powered' usb home docking station I have .. the computer battery will slowly drain. but with this screen. after 2 hours and both screens turned up bright computer battery is at 100%.So far really happy with the purchase. arrived fast I will be a great asset when on the road or working at co-op desks.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Senorfuzion

                        
                            There’s a lot of options for portable monitors. I have searched over 20 different brands and I found it is the best for value/features. The interface has buttons on the side to control settings and volume. This is more intuitive than the scroll wheel button used in other models. Sound is mediocre, I can play retro games on it, but for movies, then I recommend using external speakers. There is no logo with non-sensical English, which makes my desk setup more professional looking. The frame feels solid and gives a premium feel. The VESA has 4 holes to mount, other brands has only 2. The picture quality is within specifications of a 1080p monitor, so within my expectations.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        shibintv@tamu

                        
                            Most of the time I skip the review part. But this one definitely deserves one.Customer Support - SuperStars :)Best part is customer support. The Iphone connector was not supported. I sent an email to customer support. They responded in minutes and helped me in an unexpected way. They sent me the suitable connector information and refund for the purchase as well. That was a once in a lifetime experience for me. Kudos you guys.Product Review ( After two weeks usage)Display clarity: It works charm as an extended laptop and phone display.Connectivity: Connection is smooth and fast. I didn’t face any glitch or connection delay.Sound: Sound is not too high. But it’s very clear and satisfying for a portable display.Handling and setup : It’s very lightweight and the holding pad is perfect.Final conclusion: Buy it :)                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Joshua D.

                        
                            Awesome touch monitor! Very high quality, the screen and included cables. Good touch response as well. Before VGA was 14" now it's 5 and works great.This display warrants adding more the the review later. I've wasted my money on other small resistive touch displays, I'm really appreciating the capacitive screen and the fact it doesn't look like I have an old gps screen on my desk.                        
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                        Alvin Calderon

                        
                            This has been a boon for my article and website reading. I use this monitor for reading PDFs and websites while I use my notebook screen for typing notes. The touchscreen is a bonus.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Haley Brooke

                        
                            Suuuper easy to tote around and set up. Quality & price are perfect and you only need one small cord to connect to the laptop.                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Darla M.

                        
                            I’ve been giving this monitor a thorough testing by using it with my touchscreen laptop, my traditional laptop, my iPhone and my Nintendo Switch. It does not disappoint!! It has a nice magnetic case/cover with it, and every cord you could possibly need. But it’s super easy to use with the type-c cord, so you may not need any of the extras that they supply you with anyway. With the built in battery, no extra power cord is needed! It holds the charge for a fairly long time, but of course that will depend on your use. Speakers are pretty good. Picture quality is excellent! The only con that I’ve found is that the navigation for the On Screen Display (OSD) menu to adjust picture/color/advanced settings is not intuitive. It’s not a touchscreen menu, and is controlled by the Brightness/Volume rocker buttons, which takes some getting used to. But once I adjusted the settings to my liking, I don’t think I’ll need to navigate through it again anyway. If you’re looking for a touch screen portable monitor, don’t hesitate to scoop this one up. Purchase with confidence! And if you do have any questions, reach out to customer service and she will respond super quick! Very knowledgeable!                        
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                        Duchess

                        
                            This monitor was just the right size for me and I love the 2560x1600 resolution. Color looks great to me and the speaker is okay. It comes with a magnetic case that is also a stand. It works okay but I needed something with more stability and adjustable angles. I contacted their customer service and they were able to answer and address all questions and concerns quickly. They also sent me a VESA stand that was exactly what I needed. Great product and exceptional customer service!                        
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                        david hodgkin

                        
                            Good product at a reasonable price..                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        Broadway Molina

                        
                            Foe everyone reading this, This is my 3rd Monitor from this seller. I was using an older version and they came out with this, I knew I had to get it. This setup helps with my mobile Dj. The brightness and color are amazing. Games are amazing on it as well. The unboxing experience is exciting. And they give you everything you need all cables included. I love interacting with the sellers they are fast responders and professional. Would definitely recommend!                        
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                        David

                        
                            Pro's* Nice packaging seriously I don't care but all the reviews mention packaging... kids these days* it works as a second monitor* with the correct cable (provided) it can mirror an iPhone.* does not drain your laptop battery nor need a power source.* the service people are dogged. nay! Tenacious! (if not doggedly tenacious) about making you happy.* Cables cables cables!!! and they will send you more if what you are needing is not included.Cons* Sound is uhhh not great... but seriously what did you expect?* manual is meh at best. I suggest you get a list of questions and develop a relationship with Camile she'll take good care of you.* don't buy it as a secondary charger (it does work, but if no signal it turns off. It works but you have to keep turning it back on)* touch screen needs laptop, not phone. (use side buttons to get to settings menu)Overall it does all the things. And it does them without draining your laptop, or needing a plug.                        
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                        JKirk

                        
                            Pros:perfect size for portability without being to small.Comes with cords to connect several different types of devicesSeems pretty tough.Cons:Needs more selection of port types this only has 2 usb c and one mini hd slot (needs some older connection ports as well like hdmi and maybe usb 3.0. This change Would make it where I don’t have to change out my cord arsenal, or buy another adapter, just to use the thing.Screen cover/protector/case is pointless. And the instructions on how to use it are poorly written.Update: after a little further testing of this product I found it to have exceptional sound quality and it even has a built in kickstand for horizontal orientation. Furthermore, it also includes a cable adapter from hdmi to mini hd.Overall, great device and I would recommend it to a friend.                        
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                        DMReese

                        
                            This 16" 2K Monitor is a great value and is feature rich. It includes a very versatile leatherette magnetic desktop case, east to use controls and a high quality image. A single toggle on the side gets you to all menu features and setting menus, very intuitive and fast settings.I like how light this is and how easily it is to connect. All the cables needed are included and the instructions do a good job outlining the settings and adjustments.Includes a nice 100mm VESA mounting holes on the back to allow any VESA bracket to be used.THe screen is bright, clear and has very good resolution. If there was a 6 star review I would rate it there.                        
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                        Logan Hund

                        
                            The monitor is honestly kind of a steal considering the quality. It does everything it advertises but at a relatively fair price. One slight issue I had was its compatibility with 3rd party vesa monitor arm, but the customer service was really quick and efficient and resolved the issue in the end. Highly recommend.                        
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                        Y. Cheng

                        
                            Graph is sharp but it turns jumpy and black after 6 months. Short life!                        
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                        Marcello

                        
                            I find that with these portable monitors it's mostly about finding one that meets enough of your criteria at a decent enough price and honestly this one does it for me. The Resolution / Aspect Ratio is really nice. Apple and all the other big laptop companies are going 16/10 for a reason. Resolution at this size is also great. You really don't need the power drain of 4K at this size and it just adds extra cost. If I was to pick something about it I didn't like, the HDR performance is kind of mediocre and I don't believe i saw a VESA certification anyway but for the price I don't really think that's an issue, at least it has it. Also the colors are a bit warm so you might need to tweak that yourself but that's doable. It's a great all rounder for the price.                        
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                        Clint

                        
                            The customer service for this company is top notch, I had an issue and they made a huge difference, I would recommend this company if you have any issues!                        
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                        Daniel Parra Holguín

                        
                            My review is based on maybe that my expectations were too high or portable is a tricky word for this monitor... The size and weight are the only portability features that I can highlight.The first thing you expect is to have some autonomy from power energy, which is just not possible... But that's just the beginning, the distribution of ports is awful, you have the power port on a different side than for example HDMI port, why is that important? because you need to put your monitor side by side with your laptop (conventional monitors have a tall base, and you don't deal with this), but because of this distribution you need to keep them a little bit away, which is annoying and harmful for cables.The power energy cable is just the worst that the manufacturer could imagine, it is extremely short, so I invite the owner of this brand to think about connecting this monitor to power energy when you are going to a Starbucks, or even have it on a VESA mount.In conclusion, I bought it hoping this would kick me away from home, and frequent more coworkings, but I have it archived in my closet.                        
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                        HappyReader

                        
                            Exactly as described, but I overestimated my ability to see a screen this small. Had to return for a larger screen. No problems with return - thank you!                        
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                        Robert

                        
                            This is a great little monitor, I’m using it mainly with my Switch and the video quality is amazing. I’m getting no input lag and that’s a must for me when it comes to gaming. Built in speakers have good audio but I play with headphones plugged in through the audio jack. It folds shut into a protective cover which is a nice plus for traveling. If you’re in the market for a cheap portable monitor that’s great for gaming, look no further.                        
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                        lior barak

                        
                            it is the best for monitors like the arzopa dimentions ... not for laptops !                        
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                        Dani Lam

                        
                            I got a pair of these monitors so I could work remotely with adequate screen real estate. The picture is clear and crisp, and setup is a breeze. The case that it comes with is handy for protection and transportation                        
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                        Bus Driver 808

                        
                            Connect this item to a 2020 Macbook Air 13", and it works just fine in terms of plug and play. Unfortunately, there is a power drain so severe when running CPU intensive applications the Macbook battery discharges completely after 4-5 hours of use. And yes, the Macbook as well as the monitor are both plugged into AC power while this happens. This also happens when the laptop monitor is completely dimmed black. Also, power surges are common. When they do happen the monitor goes into sleep mode immediately. Whatever work you had on the monitor is now transferred to the laptop, and it's annoying. I'm trying to find out how power distribution works, but that information is limited to internet searches as the manual in the box is all of 3"x3" and maybe 10-15 pages.                        
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                        Moe

                        
                            It is a very good monitor.... I am very happy that I got it. The resolution is FHD. It is working perfectly with my Windows laptop. It came with a charger, two USB C cables, and HDMI cable. I just plugged the power cable and the HDMI cable in and monitor is working with no issues. Its HDMI port is a regular size. It has a micro USB port and it has power button, and two volume buttons. I am happy with this 17 inch monitor. Highly recommend.                        
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                        Hoan

                        
                            I purchased this in addition to two other 15.6 inch touch screens that I also bought from Newsoul. The 13.3 inch monitor is packaged nicely and comes with a variety of cables for your specific need (HDMI, USB-C, DP). The screen size serves a very niche market for those minimalist folks who want to save extra desk space, and it is very easy to carry around. The ports are set up on the side which made it very easy to insert. The customer service is extremely helpful. I received my adapter the next day from an additional request as I wanted to project my phone onto the screen. Overall I highly recommend this product. The quality of Newsoul products has never disappointed.                        
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                        Dark Link

                        
                            Working great.The picture quality it is crisp and clear.The quality of the screen is nice for a 5 sensitive points but looks fragile just take care when you carry with you.The brightness is good for indoor for outdoor not too much because the screen is glossy.The volume is low but ok, I use the 3.5mm jack to connect my headphones or speakers.The Colorful Flowing Atmosphere Lights are very low I don't see the difference if is on or off :PBeen using for a month with my S10+ in mirror mode and Dex mode both working great, tested with a laptop and the touch is working.The only downside was the HDMI cable didn't work for me (used another one) and that only have 1 OTG USB port. I use wired mouse, keyboard and controller because I'm using it for gaming so I bought a USB HUB and its working great.                        
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                        Francis

                        
                            Solid 1080p IPS panel for traveling. It gets decently bright but I wouldn't recommendusing in direct sunlight. For the actual display quality, colors are as vivid as you'd expect of an IPS panel, definitely a step up from some gaming laptops, but definitely a bit lacking compared to panels used in the higher end laptops. I currently use it as a second monitor for Discord and Youtube and so far it's holding up. Not much to say about build quality as I've only had this for a week, but if you travel quite often or are looking for decent portable display, this one does the job.                        
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                        TonyG

                        
                            I use this for general programming in conjunction with full size monitors. It makes work easier with a smaller monitor that can be put away or off to the side when not in use. Absolutely great resolution and screen quality.                        
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                        Rey Lozano

                        
                            I am so happy with this monitor. It was easy to set up. Super sleek so it can fit in my camera/video bag. The big plus factor is that it came with a protective case.                        
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                        Chris Lemon

                        
                            Emphasis on the "little"; you're not gonna be using this screen for your main dev work, but for the right project (say, an Internet radio or alarm clock) it's perfect. The documentation is a little wanting, but that's true of just about anything Raspberry Pi, I'm afraid. (Specifically, more about how the touchscreen digitizer works would be welcome.) Overall, recommended!EDIT: This is no longer the same monitor I reviewed in 2019. These people are recycling their Amazon ASINs, which is a major no-no. Too bad, too, because what's currently there now looks pretty cool.                        
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                        KEDA

                        
                            This is my 2nd portable monitor. It’s the perfect size for taking with a laptop. I really like that it is vesa mountable. My past portable monitors didn’t have that feature. Super lightweight, seems good. I’ll update if o have any issues.                        
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                        MaryAnn Perez

                        
                            I am sad since I was super excited to have a PORTABLE monitor. It’s not portable.Pros: -The picture quality is great .-It is light weight .Cons:- it Must be plugged in to an electrical wall outlet AND what ever device you are using . So it is NOT portable . It’s annoying.( And I tried connecting it directing to my laptop with the power cable and that did not work .)-It is not compatible with my IPhone unless I purchase a $38 iPhone digital AV adapter.I’m returning it.                        
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                        Big Family

                        
                            The screen is very bright. It can easily be used outside in direct sunlight. The case/stand is versatile with several magnets that can hold the screen securely at any angle. It is very thin and light so it easily fits in my bag along with my laptop. This is a good device to buy if you want a quality display without any of the gimmicky features that I often see on other electronics.                        
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                        noliat

                        
                            Having bought a handful of portable monitors from Amazon, this definitely seems to be the best bang for buck, and one of the very few that have a 16:10 aspect ratio, which is very helpful and ideal as a secondary work monitor. The extra height compared to a 16:9, although minimal, does make it that much better.Picture quality: 5/5Overall picture quality is very good. Given the screen size of 16", 2560x1600 makes content look really sharp and text appears clear and legible. Overall color accuracy is pretty good as well, although I would not be using this for any type of professional media editing.There's also basic picture adjustments available, such as brightness, contrast, backlight, etc, but I left them all at default. As far as brightness goes, this monitor can get fairly bright. In normal ambient room light, I keep the backlight turned to 10 (out of 50), and it is plenty bright already. In an office setting, I usually turn up backlight to around 30 or 40.And even though this is marketed as having HDR, this monitor does not get bright enough to take advantage of HDR. SDR is more than good enough with this monitor.Build quality: 4.5/5The monitor itself is very light and thus makes it very portable. The folder/portfolio case that it comes with is handy as well. I would hesitate carrying this around by itself, as it doesn't look like it withstand much stress. If pair with a laptop to provide it more rigidity in bag, it should be fine. The VESA mount option is also very useful.Note: my first unit that I received was defective, as it kept flickering upon turning on. However, customer support was very helpful and exchanged a new unit for me within a few days. The new monitor is working perfectly.Price: 5/5This monitor hits the sweet spot at ~$150, and between the 4 portable monitors I purchased on Amazon, it is probably the best quality monitor for the price. While there are slightly cheaper options, they're mostly lower resolution or smaller in size. And for the ones with similar specs, they're almost a full 50% more expensive for not much more features other than maybe higher frame rates. A lot of them are also not 16:10.Overall, I think this is a great monitor. Although I use it primarily for work, I would not hesitate to use it occasionally as a portable screen to watch some movies or play some games. I would highly recommend, and the customer support is great is well.                        
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                        Aaron

                        
                            Happy customer                        
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                        Laura T

                        
                            I wanted to have a smaller work station at my dining room table so I can easily pack it up at the end of the day, so I bought this portable monitor, along with a keyboard and mouse and and stands for my monitor and laptop - all from Amazon.I don’t consider myself tech savvy, and I got it all out of the boxes and set up with my HP Elitebook in about 10-15 minutes. The monitor alone took a couple minutes. So easy.The monitor, is thin, light, great size and has a nice carrying case for travel. The color resolution is not the best, but good enough for my purposes. Speakers are nice if you need them.                        
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                        David F.

                        
                            Received today. Nice crisp display. Easily connects to devices. Would be nice if the cables were about a foot longer, but otherwise seems to be a great product.                        
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                        T. S.

                        
                            I have a Galaxy A52. If you do, too, you're out of luck: a connection to this screen isn't recognized by the Galaxy A series as anything but a charging cable. That's my phone's fault, but also this store's fault for not LISTING THE FEW PHONES THAT ARE LISTED IN THE MANUAL here. Wasting some people's time and our great civilization's shipping costs when the customer returns it. Otherwise, it's working fine as a second monitor for Windows.Also, what kind of touch screen doesn't support long press??Update: I GOT A NEW PHONE and it STILL doesn't work right because now that I have the screen mirroring capability, THIS SCREEN IS INCAPABLE OF RECOGNIZING MY PHONE IS IN PORTRAIT MODE AND APPROPRIATELY FLIPPING ITS OWN SCREEN. It has no capability to do so. This is for an S22 Ultra.There's not even touch capacity. It's just a phone screen turned sideways that I can only interact with via my phone.I actually feel a bit betrayed.                        
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                        Richard Mata

                        
                            What i loved most about this product is its vesa compatibility. I was able to mount it side by side with my four dell tablets. The picture quality is also great, its crisp and colorful. The item comes with all the cables you need plus if your connecting it to your mobile, it also charges your phone, so no need to worry about having low battery. It really convenient to use dex program.                        
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                        Duchess

                        
                            This monitor was exactly what I was looking for. I love the 2560x1600 resolution. Color is good and audio is okay. Customer service is great! I had a few questions and they were able to respond in a timely manner. The monitor also comes with a magnetic case that is also a stand. I use this primarily as a second screen to my laptop but I did try to connect to my mobile devices and it works also. It’s got all the connections I need and I don’t have to connect it to an external power supply.                        
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                        L. Mcelhiney

                        
                            I spend a lot of my spare time evaluating single board computers (Raspberry PI. Banana Pi, Orange Pi, Odroid, Onion, Pine 64, etc.). I have tried various solutions: HD TVs in a hotel room, transporting an HD display in my luggage and even purchasing a small-screen HDTV locally. (Sometimes, I have had to use a 7" - 10" display which required the connection of a video driver card with an HDMI input. ) None of these have been an acceptable long-term solution.Recently I read the descriptions of a number of small-screen displays and monitors on Amazon and decided that this product would be worth a trial. According to the product description, this monitor appeared to have all the features of a full-sized desktop monitor, but in an incredibly compact form factor.The product arrived in a well-designed package, which included good protection for the monitor itself and space below for the MiniHDMI Cable, the MicroUSB Power Cable, Power Adapter and compact, adjustable, easel-like stand. (Also included, was a simple, but detailed, instruction pamphlet.)My first surprise when I removed the monitor was the weight of the unit. I had expected something light and flimsy, like the typical 7" touch screen displays which I had used before. Instead, this monitor is constructed within a sturdy aluminum frame. It is similar in size and shape to an iPad Mini, but without the weight of a battery.On the rear panel are mounting keyholes to allow for mounting flexibility. In addition, there are two ports for the built-in speakers. On the left edge, there are jacks for the MiniHDMI connection, 3.5mm Headphone output and MicroUSB Power input. On the right side, there are buttons for: Power On/Off; Menu; Down; Up and Exit. The onscreen menu layout is like that on any typical desktop monitor, so there is no need to learn a new process.In order to test the monitor, I connected it to the HDMI output port of an Odroid N2 SBC and applied power to both devices. Within a few seconds, the Odroid had booted to the Ubuntu MATE desktop in an HD format. The screen display was clear and bright and just like the 22" Dell HDMI monitor that was sitting on my desk. When I moved the mouse pointer arrow to the upper left corner to the MATE menu, there was no latency in terms of the display of the menus or submenus. I was mildly surprised by “key clicks" coming from the speakers, as I had no external speakers connected.Using this Newsoul monitor for the first time indicated to me that it should work properly with any HDMI source. There was no requirement to download a driver. There was no requirement to adjust any Linux parameter in the OS. It just works! I did check the various adjustments in the monitor menu, and they all seemed to work appropriately. (The Aspect Ratio defaults to HD, but 4 X 3 is also an option.)Overall, this monitor is built as though they had taken a full-sized HDMI monitor and somehow magically shrunk it down to 7"! I highly recommend it for size, performance and priceImage: Monitor showing Ubuntu MATE Desktop from Odroid N2 single board computer. (Standard keyboard)Update:For some reason, the display went into a dark mode (as though a screen saver had been triggered) after several days of use. I exchanged emails with the manufacturer as they tried to trouble shoot the issue. Finally, after about a week, their recommendation was to initiate a return/replacement with Amazon. The Amazon process was incredibly easy! I received an advance replacement within a few days and the physical return process was very simple.The replacement display has worked flawlessly!It is good to work with a manufacturer who takes responsibility for Customer Service with their products.                        
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                        Amazon Customer

                        
                            I needed a small monitor for a second machine on my desk. This seemed nice, and the touchscreen was a bonus. I wasn't actually expecting it to be as nice as it is -- it's super thin and the (faux) leather carrying case is functional. The display is great; bright, sharp, and responsive. I'm actually going to start carrying this around as a second monitor for my laptop for work travel.Would be nice if it could work off a single USB-C cable for everything (power + video + touch), as right now it requires 2 or 3 cables plugged in including uncommon mini-HDMI. But once everything's plugged in, it works great.                        
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                        Trinaself

                        
                            I had the same issues the other reviewers had and that was that the touchscreen functionality requires a lot of power the monitor just can't produce based on the cables and power supply your given. I have returned and tried a few work arounds to to avail. The reason why I gave it 1 star is because I bought it as a touch screen and it fails to work as one without some special software update or special cables. Hardware should be simple plug and play. I did keep one of the two that I ordered as a monitor as its perfect size for home office. just wish the touch screen functionality wasn't complicated to turn on G-Story makes a perfect one .. I would have ordered another but they are out of them.                        
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                        Nicholas Ferbert

                        
                            Stopped working after 5 months - says no signal, powers down, despite cords being functional and having worked with the same set up for the five prior months without issue                        
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                        TheEveryman

                        
                            Did not come with mounting screws for the VESA mount. But their customer service directed me to the correct screws (which worked great) and refunded me my cost for them.                        
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                        dan kelly

                        
                            Purchased two of them to extend display of MacBook Pro. Everything is aces except the Mac struggles to retain display placement configuration settings relative to main display. I’m pointing fingers at the Mac, but could be a firmware issue with the monitors. Either way, it’s a trivial matter                        
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                        TechUser

                        
                            Initially all the Settings could be changed. Then I went back to adjust the brightness and contrast, but could no longer scroll to those settings. I returned it, since I could not change the Settings after about 5 min of use.                        
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                            After joining the free VIP club, the products released in this store have the right of priority to buy, discounts, new products can be pushed to you first.                        
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                            After joining the free VIP club, you may get free gifts or coupons.                        
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                            After joining the free VIP club, we will offer 1V1 VIP customer service, you will have the right of priority to solve the problem.                        
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